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j Chairman of the Board of Highp¥ains 
“Natural Gas Company and Electrical Log Sexvice, Inc., 1717 Southland 
Center, Dallas, advised he had been previously dmtexviewed on 
Novenber 29-30, 1963 , by RONNLE DUGGER,Swho is editor of the 
"Texas Observer", Austin, Texas, and who indicated he wag alsoa 
reporter for the “Washington Post" newspaper. Mr. BALLEN advised 
that the articla which appeared in the "Washington Post" on 
December 1, 1963, wherein BALLEN was quoted concerning LEE HARVEY 
OSWALD was Pores as eae He states he first met LEE HARVEY OSWALD in 
December, 1962 or January, 1963, at the home of GEORGE DE MOHREN- 
SCHILDT in a. Texas, although Mr. BALLEN advised he does not 
recall talking to OSWALD on this occasion. 

. Approximately ten days later Mc. BALIEN received a 
telephone call from DE MOHRENSCHILDT who stated that he was yo 

. trying to help OSWALD and wanted to know if BALLEN would talk to 
OSWAID and attempt to obtain a job for him. Mr. BALLEN stated 

_ that he on this occasion talked to OSWALD for proxi meeety Vs 
hours. ; 

BALLEN advised that B 

 <_pedeeeEUUTNNEEE Con toldhim that he ‘tend been a 
Russia and his reason for going to Russia was to find out “what 
Russia was like". a eel 

OSWATD advised BAI TEN that he received training in 
photographyin Russia and it was BALLEN's recollection that OSWALD 
had been ap heee by a newspaper in New ah Louisiana. 

During the interview OSWALD kept xepeating “don't worry 
BALLEN advised that he 

got the impressior -and he therefore 
did not attampt to obtain employment -for him. BALIEN informed 
that he was unaware OSWALDIad Marxist leanings, and that during 
the conversation OSWAID was criticalof Russia. Upon termina- 
tion of the interview OSWALD said he was going to the YMCA, 
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BALLEN advised DE MOHRENSCHIIDT had approached his, 

BALLEN's, wife and other psople, whose names he did not know, 

to have OSWAID and his wife, MARINA, out socially. Mr. and 

Mrs. DE MOHRENSCHILDT went out of their way to befriend the 
OSWALDS. Mr. BALLEN advised that he does not know how the 

OSWALDS became acquainted with the DE MOHRENSCHILDTs but he be=- 

lieves it was possibly through the Russian community in Dallas. 

Mr. BALLEN advised that DE MOHRENSCHILDT is ieper wien, 
residing in Haiti and can be contacted through the U. S. Embassy 

there. Mr. BALLEN is of the opinion DE MOBSRENSCHILDT is a 

_ “peatnik"s 9He said DE MOHRENSCHILDT, who is a geologist, became 
i i MOHRENSCHILDT pricx - 

to leaving Dallas had characterized OSWALD as either a “genius: 

Mr. BALLEN informed that DE MOHRENSCHILDT's son-in-law, 

for Anchorage in January, ESG3 « KEARTON prior oO leaving pais 

stated he had seen enough of OSWALD, that OSWALD was a "nut". ~ 

BALLEN stat tes that he was impressed by OSWALD and | 
OSWALD appeared to be very independent and a “critical thinker", 
Mr. BALLEN reiterated that he had no idea OSWALD had Marxist - : 

leanings. ae , | 
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